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* To fill and learn book exercise of lesson -6
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Assessment Work
Chapter-5(Food and Digestion)
Digestive system
Digestion-The nutrients in our food are broken into simpler substances and
are absorbed by the blood. This process is called digestion.

Organs of digestive system-Mouth, food pipe, stomach, small intestine,
large intestine, pancreas, liver, gall bladder and anus.
Answer to some questions on this topic.
1. What is digestion?
Ans- Digestion is the process in which food is broken into simple substances
and is absorbed by the blood.
2. Write the names of organ of digestive system.
Ans- Mouth, food pipe, stomach, small intestine, large intestine, pancreas,

liver, gall bladder and anus.
H.W.- learn and write these questions-answers and draw a well labeled
diagram of digestive system in your notebook.
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Chapter – 3

India : The Northern Plains

Watch the video. Learn and fill the following exercises in book with pencil.

A. Choose the correct answer from the given option:
(1) Which of the following states is not a part of the Northern Plains?
(a)Kerala (b) Punjab (c)Assam (d) Haryana
Ans. (a) Kerala

(2) ________ is built across the river Satluj.
(a) NagarjunaSagar Dam(b) Gandhi Sagar Dam
(c) Bhakra Dam(d)None of these
Ans. (c) Bhakra Dam

(3) The Brahmaputra river is known as __________ in Tibet.
(a)Sonpari(b)Ganga
(c) Damodar(d) Tsangpo
Ans.(d) Tsangpo

(4) Look at the adjoining picture and identify it.
Tick the option where this monument is located.
(a)Peninsular Plateau(b) Lakshadweep Island
(c) Northern Plains(d) Eastern Coastal Plain
Ans.(c) Northern Plains

(5) Which of the following pairs is not correct?
StateCapitals
(a)Haryana - Chandigarh
(b) West Bengal-Kolkata
(c) Punjab -Lucknow
(d) Bihar - Patna
Ans. (c) Punjab - Lucknow

D. Fill in the blanks.
(1) A _______ is a total area drained by ariver and its tributaries.
Ans. basin
(2) The Ganga river joins the Yamuna river near _______.
Ans. Allahabad
(3) Ganga originates from ________.

Ans.Devprayag
(4) A mixture of sand and silt is called __________.
Ans. Alluvium
(5) The Satluj river flows into the ________.
Ans. Indus river in Pakistan

F. Match the following.
(i) Baisakhi(a)Uttar Pradesh
(ii)Kurukshetra (b)Bihar
(iii)Varanasi(c)Punjab
(iv) Chhat (d)Haryana
Ans.(i)-(c)
(ii)-(d)
(iii)-(a)
(iv)-(b)

Class- IV Subject- Maths
Division of a Fraction by a Fraction
Rule In order to divide a fraction by another fraction, we multiply the dividend by
the reciprocal of the divisor.
For example

Find 3/14÷ 2/7

Solution

Reciprocal of 2/7= 7/2
3/14÷2/7=3/14×7/2=21/28=3/4

Division of a fraction by a Whole Number
Rule A fraction ÷A whole number = The fraction × Reciprocal of the whole number.
For example
Solution

Find 7/11÷ 14
Reciprocal of 14 = Reciprocal of 14/1=1/14

7/11/÷14=7/11÷14/1=7/11×1/14=7/154=1/22
Division of a whole number by a Fraction
Rule

A whole number÷ A fraction= The whole number× Reciprocal of the fraction

For example

Find

Solution

42÷6/7

Reciprocal of 6/7 is 7/6
42÷6/7=42×7/6=294/6 =49

Q. 1

Divide find the quotient of the following fractions in note book.

(a)

5/7÷4

(e)

1/2÷1/10

(b) 5/12÷ 25
(f)
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2.

3/8÷2/3

(c)

4÷7/8

(d)

21÷3/5

(g)

1/5÷1/20 (h) 7/4÷5/12
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Lesson-1
(StatesandUnionterritories)
Today's. Topic
Lesson 1, "States and Union Territories of India"
Name the States/Union Territories and their
capitals in the blank map of India.
Sr.No. State
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Haryana
Maharashtra
Rajasthan
National Capital
Territory of Delhi
Jammu and Kashmir
Meghalaya
Goa
West Bengal

Capital

9
10

Kerala
Karnataka

